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ver the years, we’ve met boat
builders who’ve entered the
business from many different
backgrounds. Some were
originally joiners, so are most interested in
the huge amount of woodwork on a boat;
others are engineers, which is clearly a
transferable skill; and some have gone
from the steel fabrication side of things into
full boat fitting.
But as far as I can remember, until now
we’ve never met a boat builder who’s
moved into fitting out from surveying. But
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that’s exactly what Chris Williams has
done. In fact over the years he’s gradually
expanded the areas of boating he’s been
involved in, having also been a Boat Safety
Scheme examiner and a Gas Safe fitter.
When you think about it, it’s a fairly
common sense move, because as a
surveyor you get to see lots of boats – and
some of them are bound to be better fitted
out than others. You’d clearly learn what
works and what doesn’t, and what a
properly fitted out boat looks like. He still
does boat surveys, in fact he’d done one on

the morning we met him. The boat building
business, Ovation Boats, offers a boat
called the Charnwood Edge, which is
complete; or one called the Charnwood
Choice, where the customer has some input
into the finished product. They are all 60ft
semi-cruisers, and all have the same
layout; the Choice model gives customers a
say in the exterior colour and the internal
finishes, such as the wood used and the
colour of the carpets, curtains, and
cushions.
Chris doesn’t want to get involved in
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building completely bespoke boats, which
necessarily take longer and cost more
(although he is open to different lengths).
The idea is that the boats are a style and
layout which most people will be happy
with – and this approach means that
Ovation boats are very competitively
priced. This boat is a Charnwood Edge
– built and finished, then put up for sale. It’s
the third boat like this he’s built, with more
on the way.

Exterior

This boat is built on a shell by Collingwood
Boats, probably the most prolific boat
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builder in the country – making dozens of
shells a year (and fully fitting quite a few of
them too). It has a semi-cruiser stern,
which is a cross between a cruiser and a
semi-trad. So there’s a long rear deck like a
cruiser, but it’s not completely open.
Instead, there are lockers each side to
provide storage and seating, but rather
than having full height sides like a
semi-trad, there’s a lower level rail instead,
made from attractive hardwood. There are
also hardwood rails at the stern of the deck.
The stern itself is slightly squarer than
many, but not so square that the corners
get in the way. An interesting addition is a

couple of anchor points for a rolled up
ladder, which can be deployed if someone
falls in.
The ladder itself is small enough to fit in
a bag which can be stowed inside when the
boat is moored. At the bow, there’s a gas
locker in the nose, and a stainless steel
water tank under the well deck. A hatch in
the deck gives access to the bow thruster
tube. The bow itself is a pleasant enough
shape, and has a commendably sturdy stem
post. It looks rather imposing. There’s some
nice detailing on the shell, with scroll in the
handrails, curves in the stern lockers, and a
built in plank stand. This boat is painted in
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a combination of two greys, which seems to
be all the rage at the moment. In keeping
with the contemporary look, all the trim
such as the mushroom vents are chrome.

Layout and fitout

This is a reverse layout boat, with the galley
at the stern. Next comes an L-shaped dinette
and a large open plan saloon. A walkthrough
shower room comes next, with the cabin at
the bow. The fitout uses oak faced panels
below the gunwales, and painted ones
above. The ceiling is also painted white,
giving the boat a very light and airy feel. All
the trim and the furniture is made of oak.
There’s some good quality joinery on
show throughout the boat. All the switches
and sockets are in a chrome finish, and some
of the sockets also have useful USB charging
ports. There are also carbon monoxide
alarms and smoke detectors fitted in the
saloon and the cabin. The flooring is a
combination of laminate in the galley, carpet worktops, which on one side have a
in the saloon and cabin, and vinyl tiles in the stainless steel sink and drainer inset. On
the opposite side, there’s a space under the
shower room.
end of the worktop which would be good for
a bin – something that’s all too often
Galley
forgotten in boat galleys. The cupboards
Three steps lead down from the rear deck
into the boat. On one side is an open storage below have gloss grey doors and smart
black cup handles.
area with coat hooks. Chris admits there’s
There’s also a set of drawers, with two of
been some discussion about whether this
them being usefully deep, and a built-in
space would be better if it was covered by a
wine rack. The splashback is made from
door; his view is that having it open means
sparkly laminate. The oven is a Thetford
you’re less likely to let it get cluttered with
Prima Midi, set at eye level. The fourthings you don’t really need. If you like
clutter but want it out of view, it wouldn’t be burner gas hob is also by Thetford. The
other appliances are by Montpellier, and
too hard to fit doors here. On the opposite
include an under-counter fridge freezer,
side is a set of three cubbyholes, with more
and a washing machine. Both are black,
open storage below.
which suits the space and the boat’s colour
Rather cleverly, the cubbyholes lift out,
scheme. The galley has a set of side doors
revealing the electrical cupboard behind. It
for extra ventilation or for feeding ducks.
means the fuse panel, inverter, and other
bits of kit are hidden away, but the space in
front of them is useable storage. This way,
Dinette and saloon
there’s no chance of accidentally turning
The dinette is L-shaped and has nicely built
something off as you walk past. In the galley oak bench seats with storage inside, topped
proper, there are nice oak woodblock
by nicely upholstered extra thick cushions.
The table stands on Desmo legs, but the top
can also be stowed under the gunwales.
The area also converts into a guest double
bed. Most of the saloon is left open for
whatever seating the owner chooses.
There’s plenty of room for either some
armchairs, or a sofa bed which would turn
this into a six berth boat. There’s an under
gunwale unit housing a good sized flat
screen TV, with a drop down door below.
There are also some cubby hole type
shelves alongside. The door through to the
shower room is in the middle of the boat.
On one side is a metal hearth with a lip, on
which stands a Tiger Cub solid fuel stove.
It’s neat and compact, but at 4kw will be
plenty big enough for this space.
There are slate style tiles behind, built
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with an air gap, and the flue is double
insulated. On the other side of the door is a
half-height unit offering some storage, but
also access to the loo cassette. There’s a
mirror on the wall above, and another
behind the stove flue – meaning the room
appears even longer and brighter than it is.

Shower room

A good sized quadrant shower cubicle is
lined with the same sparkly laminate we
first saw used for the galley splashbacks.
The shower controls themselves are very
neat. Between the cubicle and the cabin
side is a small cupboard with an open space
above. The loo is a Thetford cassette. On
the other side of the room is a rectangular
unit with a cupboard below and a large
basin above.
There’s a mirror on the wall above. We
really liked the combined radiator and
towel rail used in this room. It offers the
best of both worlds, giving you somewhere
to hang and dry towels, without preventing
all the heat getting into the room. It’s an
unbranded model available at Screwfix.
The floor is vinyl tiles, in a black and white
tile design. This is another very current
look.
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Cabin

The door between the shower room and the
cabin is rather narrow. There seem to be a
couple of reasons for this. One is that the
Collingwood shell has a pronounced
tumblehome between the rubbing strake
and the gunwale, meaning the boat is
narrower than some at waist level.
In addition, Chris Williams builds his
boats with the plumbing and heating behind
the hull side panels, rather than in boxing
along the floor; this also makes the interior
a little narrower. The bed is 4ft wide and
inline. Underneath there’s open storage –
which is an unusual but very usable option.
It’s easy to get to, and maximises the space.
There’s lots of other storage too, with high
level cupboards above the head of the bed,
and a large wardrobe at the foot. This
includes shelves and hanging rails. There’s
a half-height corner cupboard on the other
side of the bow doors, topped with more
woodblock worktop. We also liked that the
cupboards are carpeted inside.

Technical

This boat is powered by a Canaline 38hp
engine. While these aren’t quite as common
on the cut as Beta engines, there are still
plenty of them about – including in some
hire fleets, who wouldn’t install an engine
which was going to give them trouble. In
this boat, the engine hole is huge, so there’s
plenty of room around the engine to make
servicing easier. While there are bow
thruster controls installed on the throttle
column at the helm, the bow thruster itself
hadn’t yet been fitted when we carried out
our test. However, it could easily be added
as the tube and the cables are there.
Electrical power comes from four 110Ah
domestic batteries, and there’s one for the
engine. A 240 volt supply comes from a 3kw
Power Star LW inverter charger. It has a
built in LCD display which gives you basic
information about the state of your batteries
and what’s being drawn. The electrical
cupboard also includes a box of tricks by
Sterling which controls how the alternators
charge the domestic and starter batteries –
meaning there’s greater efficiency in
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charging each of them. It was good to see
carbon monoxide detectors fitted in both
the saloon and the cabin.

doors are open it is covered up so you can’t
see it.

On the water

Chris Williams got hooked on boating as a
schoolboy, because he was taken on school
trips with the Hillingdon Community Boats
on the Grand Union. When he left school, he
became a part time boatman, working on the
same boats. Later, he owned the ex-working
boat, Skylark.
In 2005, Chris became a Boat Safety
Scheme examiner, and also a Gas Safe
registered marine gas engineer. In 2012 he
trained as a small craft surveyor. His
company, Ovation Boat Surveys, operates
primarily in Leicestershire, Derbyshire,
Nottinghamshire and Northamptonshire

The Canaline engine is quiet enough, yet
provides all the power you need. Our test
trip included a few sharp turns and the
need to wind, and the boat coped well with
everything. It sits in the water nicely, and
responds well to the tiller. At the helm, the
tiller is at a reasonable height, although in
common with many cruiser-sterned boats
the Morse control is a little on the low side.
The design of the cruiser stern means it
could never been as high as on a semi-trad
or trad. The instrument panel is on the rear
bulkhead of the cabin, but when the rear
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– counties with plenty of waterways. Over
the years, he refitted half a dozen used
boats, then about four years ago decided to
move into fitting out new shells. He
employs a couple of people to help with the
woodwork and parts of the engineering.
This is his third boat at Ovation Boats;
the fourth one is also finished, and the fifth
is currently in build. It’s based on a shell by
HT Fabrications, a long established boat
builder in Leicester.
Ovation Boats has recently moved along
the River Soar from Sileby to Redhill
Marina, where he’s taken a unit to help
expand the business.

verdict
A 60ft boat for less than
£100,000 is always going
to get our interest –
and this boat gives you
some £3,000 change,
which means it’s very
competitively priced.
And it’s good value for
money, too. The layout
has been designed to suit
most needs, and works
well -- and the quality of

the fitout is very good.
There’s some nice
joinery on show, and
the level of equipment
is pretty high. You could
easily buy this boat and
set off on holiday or a
new life afloat without
having to spend a huge
amount to supplement
what’s already on board.
But perhaps one of the

specifications

60ft Beam:
6ft 10in Shell: Collingwood
www.collingwoodboatbuilders.co.uk

Length:

Style:
Layout:

Semi-cruiser
Reverse Berths: 2+2(+2)

Fit-out:

Oak and painted panels

Engine:

Canaline 38
www.canaline-engines.co.uk

Inverter:
Power Star LW 3k
w www.photonicuniverse.com

Ovation Boats
Redhill Marina, Redhill Lock,
Ratcliffe on Soar Notts, NG11 0EB
07963 974793 www.ovationboats.co.uk
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boat’s main selling points
is the background of
the builder. With Chris
Williams being a boat
surveyor, everything
should be done by
the book. And he’s
undoubtedly used his
experience of seeing
hundreds of boats to
choose what works and
reject what doesn’t.

Total price £96,950

Design and Decor

Stove: Tiger Cub
www.tigerstoves.co.uk £499
Towel rail radiator:
www.screwfix.com £150
Fridge Freezer: Montpelier
Retro Black
www.montpellierappliances.co.uk £179
Shower room floor times:
Goodhome Poprock
www.diy.com £11/sqm
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